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QUESTION 1

After the recovery policy of Huawei DR software BCManager-eReplication is deployed, you must perform the test until
the test is passed. In this case, failover or planned migration can be implemented. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is applicable to file-level migration in cloud-data center migration scenarios? 

A. The planned disk space of the destination VM is expanded or reduced compared with that of the source VM 

B. Hosts containing a large number of small files 

C. Ensure that the partition is consistent with that on the source end 

D. Host with high disk usage 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://support.huawei.com/enterprise/NewsReadAction.action?
newType=05andcontentId=NEWS1000005346 

 

QUESTION 3

The SmartVirtualization feature, such as heterogeneous virtualization software, uses different compatibility policies for
storage devices of different vendors to identify and handle compatibility issue between heterogeneous devices in a
timely manner. Which of the following is an incorrect application scenario? 

A. Heterogeneous DR 

B. Service data migration between storage systems 

C. Ensure the performance of key services 

D. Centralized storage resource management 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://support.huawei.com/enterprise/en/doc/EDOC1000077846?section=j004 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following items need to be collected before Huawei active-active solution is deployed? 
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A. Service system 

B. Physical environment information 

C. Network information 

D. Data volume 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In cloud data center migration scenarios, which of the following storage migration solutions requires Huawei storage
licenses? 

A. Migration of vMotion 

B. LUN copy migration 

C. Volume management migration 

D. Rsync/robocopy migration 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following statements about the Oracle database is incorrect? 

A. The memory area and process that constitute an instance are responsible for managing database data and providing
services for multiple users 

B. An Oracle process is called an Oracle instance 

C. Each running Oracle database is associated with an Oracle instance 

D. The Oracle server is database management system that provides open, comprehensive, and integrated methods for
information management 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Each step in the automatic deployment process is automated, which can bring significant benefits including efficiency.
What are they key elements? 

A. Software development automation 

B. Script-based deployment 

C. Common deployment scripts 
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D. Version control 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Provides distributed monitoring solutions, including monitoring events and monitoring performance. The former is used
to detect the causes of abnormal IIS running, and the latter is used to establish the user 

system performance benchmark. 

Which of the following software is used to monitor the system? 

A. Zabbix 

B. Python 

C. Cobbler 

D. SaltStack 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

By default, Huawei HiCloud provides four rules: Common user, tenant administrator, OandM administrator, and system
administrator. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following statement about SmartVirtualization heterogeneous software is used to identify and handle
compatibility issues between heterogeneous storage devices in a timely manner? 

A. The physical space required by the eDevLUN data volume occupies the space of the local system 

B. LUNs in the SmartVirtualization heterogeneous storage systems are mapped to the local system. 

Therefore, you can discover the LUNs in the local storage system. However, the data is not managed 

by the local storage system. 

C. An eDevLUN data volume is a logical abstraction of external LUN data 

D. In the SmartVirtualization, feature heterogeneous storage systems include only storage systems of other mainstream
vendors. 
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Correct Answer: B 
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